
Transforming your auto and equipment finance 
processes with speed, simplicity and confidence 

Modernizing an auto and equipment finance platform raises several 
important questions. Beyond the design of the target architecture and 
the selection of technologies is this one: How can we integrate and 
orchestrate our end-to-end processes, data and systems?

Most auto and equipment finance organizations rely on multiple, 
disparate systems to support customer relationship management, 
origination, underwriting and credit adjudication, deal booking and 
servicing. What’s more, critical business data is distributed, even 
duplicated, in different formats across the many systems. As they 
implement Band-Aid orchestration approaches, many lenders wonder 
if there’s a better way.

Introducing a powerful, modern solution 
designed for auto and equipment finance
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Appian and Accenture are 
partnering to provide a better 
solution for bank-owned and 
manufacturers’ captives in 
auto and equipment 
finance—a single end-to-end 
platform that integrates, 
automates and orchestrates 
the processes, data and 
systems supporting loan 
and lease processing, 
management and monitoring.

Appian supports the efficient end-to-end integration and orchestration 
of your processes, data and systems, thanks to its low-code capabilities.

The auto and equipment finance platform—reimagined
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3 key levers enable Intelligent Operations
We use process re-engineering, digitization and automation, and operating model 
optimization to develop a superior experience for your customers, dealers and employees. 

Process 
Re-engineering

Technology & 
Automation

Operating Model 
Optimization

Creating streamlined and 
efficient processes through 
process re-engineering

Employing four intelligent 
automation capabilities:
•  Intelligent process and task 

mining 
•  Document-understanding AI 
•  Intelligent workflow 
•  Scaling automation and AI

Optimizing your operating 
model to produce sustainable 
tangible benefits

Accenture’s industry experts have worked with the world’s top banks and specialty lenders. Our 
expertise in auto and equipment lending and intelligent operations drives features and guidance 
that address lenders’ business processes, regulatory requirements, pain points and goals.

The industry-leading Appian platform brings it all together, delivering process management, data 
management, workflow and intelligent automation capabilities through a single tool. As a full low-code 
automation platform, it integrates with legacy systems and augments your capabilities to adapt to 
business requirements without any custom coding.

For more information or to request a demo, send an email to: Specialty_Finance@accenture.com

About Appian

Appian helps financial services organizations build apps 
and workflows rapidly, with a low-code automation platform. 
Combining people, technologies, and data in a single 
workflow, Appian can help financial institutions maximize their 
resources to grow revenue, manage risk and adapt to change. 
Five of the world’s top ten banks use Appian applications to 
improve customer experience, achieve operational excellence, 
and simplify global risk management and compliance. 
For more information, visit www.appian.com.

About Accenture

Accenture is a global professional services company with 
leading capabilities in digital, cloud and security. Combining 
unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 
40 industries, we offer Strategy and Consulting, Interactive, 
Technology and Operations services—all powered by the 
world’s largest network of Advanced Technology and 
Intelligent Operations centers. Our 537,000 people deliver 
on the promise of technology and human ingenuity every day, 
serving clients in more than 120 countries. We embrace the 
power of change to create value and shared success for our 
clients, people, shareholders, partners and communities. 
Visit us at www.accenture.com.
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What our clients are saying
“We’ve reduced cycle times for loan and lease 
applications, gained vastly improved visibility into 
the status of applications, fulfilled Comprehensive 
Credit Reporting compliance requirements with 
ease, and been able to expand into new markets 
in months rather than years.”




